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I. SUMMARY
A centrifugal pump has been developed for the efficient transfer of liquid helium in
space. The pump can be used to refill cryostats on orbiting satellites which use liquid helium
for refrigeration at extremely low temperatures. The pump meets the head and flow
requirements for on-orbit helium transfer: a flow rate of 800 ldhr at a head of 128 J/kg. The
design head and flow are met with zero net positive suction head, which is the condition in an
orbiting helium supply Dewar. The calculated mass transfer efficiency is 0.99. Steel ball
bearings are used with nylon/fiberglass/teflon composite retainers to provide solid lubrication.
These bearings have demonstrated the longest life in liquid helium endurance tests under
simulated pumping conditions.
Important elements of this development effort are:
1) screening test on several types of candidate bearings,
2) pump tests in several fluids at temperatures between 4 and 300 K, and
3) a comparison of pump performance with and without an inducer.
The technology developed in this project has application for terrestrial liquid cryogenic
facilities, as well as on-orbit transfer of cryogenic rocket propellants.
2. INTRODUCTION
This is the final technical report of a Phase II SBIR project performed by Creare Inc.
for NASA Ames Research Center. The goal of this project is to develop a mechanical pump
for the efficient transfer of liquid helium in space. Helium transfer is necessary to refill
depleted cryostats on board orbiting satellites which use liquid helium for passive refrigeration
at extremely low temperatures. We have designed, built, and demonstrated a centrifugal pump
to accomplish liquid helium transfer with high reliability and efficiency.
The main accomplishments of this project are:
1. Design and fabrication. We have designed and fabricated a centrifugal
pump for liquid helium transfer in space. The pump is made up of an a.c.
induction motor, a centrifugal impeller, a helical inducer, two ball bearings, and
a pump housing.
2. Demonstrated oDeratiott We have demonstrated that the pump meets its
design specifications for head and flow by testing the pump in liquid helium.
Calculations show that the pump will achieve a mass transfer efficiency of 0.99
when used for on-orbit helium transfer.
3. Bearing test data. The pump design is simple and reliable. To assess the
reliability of the bearings, we tested a variety of ball bearings at cryogenic
temperatures and selected the most robust for service in the transfer pump. The
bearings are composed of 440C stainless steel balls and races with nylon/
fiberglass/teflon composite retainers. They have operated reliably in liquid
helium for 24 hours.
Centrifugal pumps have been used successfully in liquid helium. Ludtke (1975),
Steward (1986), and Daney and Ludtke (1987) at the National Bureau of Standards (now the
National Institute of Standards and Technology) have tested a centrifugal pump in liquid
helium and reported its operating characteristics in normal and superfluid liquid helium. The
tests at NIST (NBS) have shown the potential for cavitation free operation in normal liquid
helium even with negative values of net positive suction head. The NIST pump included a
helical inducer for improved performance at low NPSH. The researchers at NIST have
accumulated significant experience using ball bearings for the liquid helium pump. One set of
bearings has operated successfully in that pump for 70 hours at rotating speeds of 5000-7000
rpm. Sixsmith and Giarratano (1970) have also tested a centrifugal pump with ball bearings in
liquid helium.
The basic bearing concept has already been proven by several workers. Wilson et al.
(1961) at NBS identified bearings with stainless steel balls and raceways with plastic-
composite retainers as promising candidates. Brewe, Scibbe and Anderson (1966) also report
good performance from tests of steel bearings with composite retainers. Retainers are typically
a polymer such as Rulon or PTFE to provide solid lubrication and a structural material like
fiberglass to provide strength.
This SBIR project builds upon and extends previous efforts in the areas of pump
efficiency and reliability. The transfer pump developed in this project has an overall
efficiency of 0.45, compared to 0.30 for previous pumps. Increased efficiency is the result
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of higher rotating speeds,which increasesthe specificspeedof the impeller compared to the
earlier NIST design. The bearings used in the pump have been run in liquid helium and tested
extensively for signs of wear. We have selected the most robust bearings from a field of four
candidate designs, including advanced materials and surface treatments.
The remainder of this report describes the pump and its development in more detail.
Section 3 describes the transfer pump, presents key performance data, shows that the design
requirements have been met, and demonstrates that the pump achieves high mass transfer
efficiency. Section 4 documents the testing and development effort. The final pump design is
based on fundamental fluid mechanical considerations as well as test experience with several
different pump housings and impellers. Bearings for the pump have been selected based on
results of endurance tests on a variety of designs, including several advanced materials and
surface treatments. Section 5 discusses the results of this project in the general context of
pump performance, transfer of cryogens in space, and pump performance at low available
suction head.
3. DESCRIFrION AND OPERATION OF THE PUMP
The liquid helium transfer pump is a straightforward mechanical design. The pump has
a centrifugal impeller which imparts energy to the liquid and a helical inducer for improved
performance at low values of net positive suction head. The pump is powered by an a.c.
induction motor cooled by the liquid helium in the supply Dewar. The pump shaft is held in
position by solid-lubricated ball bearings. The pump operates submerged in the liquid helium
supply. The design flow rate is 800 L/hr (222x10-_ m3/s) with a head of 128 J/kg at an
impeller rotational speed of 12,000 rpm (200 Hz). This performance is achieved with a net
positive suction head of zero at the elevation of the inducer.
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the liquid helium transfer pump showing the main
components and the liquid helium flow path. The impeller and inducer are mounted on the
end of a shaft which is supported by bearings inside the motor. The motor is fastened to the
outside of the pump housing where it is cooled by the liquid helium in the supply tank. The
pump is 4.54 inches (11.5 cm) in overall diameter and 3.4 inches (8.7 cm) in length.
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Figure 3.1. LIQUID HELIUg TRANSFER PUgP
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Liquid helium from the supply Dewar flows into the pump through the inlet. The
liquid first entersthe inducerand then flows into the centrifugal impeller. The inducer is
resistantto flow blockagefrom cavitationand impartsa small amountof headto the inlet
streamto reduce the tendencyof the pump to cavitate in the centrifugal impeller. The
impeller then providesmost of the pressurerise throughthe pump as a result of centrifugal
forces. The liquid helium next flows radially away from the impeller throughthe diffuser
regionbetweenthe front and backcovers,thenentersthe plenumwhich surroundsthe inlet.
As theheliumdeceleratesin thediffuserandplenum,its kinetic energyis (partially) converted
into increasedpressure. From the plenum,the liquid helium entersthe fluid exit and leaves
thepump.
Figure 3.2 is a photograph of the transfer pump showing an exploded view of the main
components. From left to right, they are the pump front cover, inducer, centrifugal impeller,
pump back cover, and motor.
3.1 Design Specifications
The transfer pump meets design specifications for a mission to reftll a large, depleted
liquid helium cryostat on-board an orbiting satellite. NASA Ames Research Center (Kittel,
1986) has defined the mission scenario and performed analysis to specify design requirements
for the transfer pump. Lee (1987) presents specific design requirements for refining the
cryostat on board the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIR'IT). We have adopted the SIRTF
refill requirements as the design basis for the transfer pump. A liquid helium resupply Dewar
is f'dled on Earth and then sent to orbit. The transfer pump operates inside the resupply Dewar
where it receives helium from a liquid acquisition device and delivers high-pressure helium to
a transfer line. The liquid helium flows through the transfer line into the receiving Dewar
on-board the satellite. The volume of the receiving Dewar is on the order of 4000 L.
Table 3. I summarizes the design specifications for the transfer pump. They are:
1. Hydraulic requirements. The hydraulic requirements for liquid helium
transfer are based on analyses of the SIRTF refill mission performed by NASA.
The first phase of the refill is cooldown, in which the temperature of the
receiver Dewar is reduced by boiling liquid helium. The flow rate in this phase
is limited to 150 L/hr to control the cooling rate of the SIRTF mirror. There is
a relatively large pressure drop of 23 kPa in the transfer line due to two-phase
flow. Once the receiver Dewar is cold, rapid reftlling begins. In this phase, the
flow rate is 800 L/hr and the pressure drop in the transfer line is 16 kPa. The
net positive suction head at the inlet of the transfer pump is zero, since the fluid
in the supply Dewar is saturated and there are insufficient body forces on orbit
to provide any significant pressure.
NPSH is the difference in static head between the liquid at the pump inlet and
saturated vapor. At low NPSH, pumps must be designed to avoid cavitation in
the impeller which may reduce the generated head or even stop all liquid flow.
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Figure 3.2. TRANSFERPUMP
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Table 3. I DESIGN REQUIREMENTSFOR LIQUID HELIUM TRANSFER IN SPACE
Hydraulic requirements:
Flow rate for cooldown (L/hr):
Pressure rise for cooldown (kPa):
Flow rate for cold transfer (L/hr):
Pressure rise for cold transfer (kPa):
Available net positive suction head:
Mass transfer efficiency:
Power supply:
150
23
800
16
0
0.99
Assured operation
for 500 hours
3-phase a.c.
115 V L-N
< 600 Hz
4-wire Y conf.
2. _. The transfer pump must accomplish the refilling mission with minimal
loss of helium. Inefficiency in the pump will add excessive energy to the liquid helium
and result in additional boiloff. However, the amount of energy required to pump the
liquid is so small compared to the heat of vaporization that the mass transfer efficiency
is quite insensitive to the pump's mechanical efficiency. We have selected a target of
0.99 mass transfer efficiency for the transfer pump at rated conditions.
Figure 3.3 shows how the mass transfer efficiency depends on the pump efficiency.
The pump efficiency is the pumpin, g power delivered to the fluid (flow rate x pressure
rise) divided by the total power input to the pump. Curves are shown for constant
pump power and constant flow rate. At the design point flow rate of 800 L/hr, the
transfer pump has demonstrated an efficiency of 0.45 which implies a mass transfer
efficiency of 0.99. In these calculations, the mass transfer efficiency is the ratio of
mass flow into the receiver Dewar to the total of the mass flow into the receiver plus
the boiloff mass.
3. Reliabili_. The transfer pump must operate with high reliability since it is a critical
mission component. A single transfer mission is expected to require 15-20 hours of
continuous operation. The key components of the transfer pump which affect
reliability are the bearings. Bearings used in the transfer pump have demonstrated
reliable operation in liquid helium tests for 24 hours of operation without a single
failure. Detailed post-test examinations of these bearings show no sign of imminent
failure after 24 hours of cryogenic operations. With a simple change of beatings
between missions, the pump should operate reliably for a large number of missions.
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Figure 3.3. RI/IATIONSHIP B_ I/ASS TRAIqSFEREFFICII/IqCY AND PUMPEFFICIEIK_
Reliability specifications for the Superfluid Helium On-Orbit Transfer (SHOOT)
experiment present a goal of assured operation for 500 hours. Five hundred-hour tests
of many bearings were beyond the scope of this project. However, we have examined
bearings in detail after 24 hour cryogenic tests and identified the most promising
candidates for future developmenL
4. Interface requirements. The mechanical and electrical interfacing requirements for
the transfer pump are adopted from the requirements for the planned SHOOT
experiment (Superfluid Helium On-Orbit Transfer--NASA/ARC, 1987). The pump
electrical power supply must be three-phase alternating current with a frequency up to
600 Hz. Voltage must be 115 V L-N.
3.2 Pump Operaling Characteristics
The pump operating characteristics satisfy the design specifications for liquid helium
transfer, head and flow requirements ate met for both the cooldown and cold transfer phases
of the ref'dl operation with an available NPSH of zero. Pump operation has been measured in
a series of tests in liquid helium. The test facility and procedures are fully described in
Section 4.1.
Figure 3.4 presents pump performance data from tests in liquid helium. The figure
shows pump characteristic curves, in which the head generated by the pump is plotted as a
function of the flow rate. Characteristic curves are presented for two different pump rotating
speeds: 12,000 and 8,000 rpm. Head is the energy per unit mass which the pump imparts to
the liquid and is measured in units of J/kg. The flow rate is the net flow measured at the exit
of the pump, and thus does not include any small liquid flow which may leak from the pump.
Also shown in the figure are the two design points corresponding to cold transfer and
cooldown for refilling the SIRTF Dewar. The design point head and flow rate have been
achieved for both phases of the refilling mission.
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Figure 3.5 presents the pump performance data in dimensionless form. Head has been
reduced to a head coefficient and the flow rate is expressed as a flow coefficient. As expected,
the data from tests at different pump speeds collapse to a single homologous pump curve. The
flow coefficient, ¢p, is the radial velocity of the liquid divided by the tangential velocity of the
impeller evaluated at the exit of the impeller:
(3.1)
where Cm2
U2
Q
D2
b2
N
= meridional (radial) velocity at impeller exit (m/s),
= impeller tangential velocity at impeller exit (m/s),
= total pump flow rate (reals),
= impeller diameter (m),
= blade height at impeller exit (m), and
= pump rotational speed (rev/sec).
The head coefficient, _, is the head rise across the pump normalized by dividing by the square
of the impeller tangential velocity:
-
where goH = fluid head at impeller exit (J/kg).
Since the performance measured at two different pump speeds can be reduced to a single
dimensionless performance curve, conventional centrifugal pump scaling applies to the transfer
pump: the flow rate varies directly with the rotating speed and the head vanes with the square
of the rotating speed. The collapsed curve also gives confidence that the test instrumentation
functions properly over a range of test parameters.
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The nominal rotating speed of the pump is 12,000 rpm. At this speed the pump
achieves the flow rate and head specifications for cooldown and cold transfer to the SIRTF
Dewar. We have also found that this speed results in acceptable beating performance. At
12,000 rpm, the pump bearings are able to operate in liquid helium for 24 hours with no effect
on pump performance.
Figure 3.6 shows pump performance as a function of the net positive suction head at
the inducer inlet. The data show that the pump is effective even at NPSH levels less than zero
(in the tests, the saturated Liquid level was below the elevation of the impeller). Thus, the
transfer pump meets the design requirement of effective pumping with zero available NPSH.
3.3 ikarinp
The helium transfer pump uses two solid-lubricated ball bearings to carry axial and
radial shaft loads. Section 4.2 details the bearing development effort. Figure 3.7 is a
photograph of the beatings which are recommended for the transfer pump, which consist of
440C stainless steel balls and raceways with a fiberglass/teflon/nylon composite retainer.
Similar technology has already been demonstrated in a centrifugal pump tested at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (Ludtke, 1975). In this project, we have extended the
technology of cryogenic ball bearings by testing a range of bearing types including advanced
materials and surface treatments, obtaining detailed endurance data, and identifying the
bearings with the potential for highest reliability.
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3.4 Motor and Power Supply
The pump is powered by a three-phase, a.c. squirrel cage induction motor. An
induction motor is selected due to its simplicity and lack of commutating electrical
connections. Graphite brushes in commutators have very short lifetimes in dry environments
in which no moisture is available for lubrication. The specific motor recommended for the
transfer pump is a commercial product manufactured by Eastern Air Devices, product number
E10GHP. Maximum current is 0.08 Amps and the voltage is 115 VL. L. Housing, end caps,
and shaft are fabricated from 416-stainless steel; laminations are 4750 steel. Power is supplied
to this motor from a three-phase power supply.
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4. TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT
The transfer pump has been built and demonstrated in an extensive development and
testing program. Pump development involved an evolution of impeller designs. A preliminary
pump was developed for demonstration of cryogenic operation and verification of instrument
performance leading to the t'mal transfer pump design described in Section 3. The evolution of
this design proceeded on the basis of numerous bench-top and cryogenic tests to characterize
the performance of the pumps and identify ways to improve the design. Development of
bearings for the pump began with a survey of the existing state-of-the-art in cryogenic ball
beatings. The most promising candidates were selected for screening tests in liquid helium.
The beating, which performed best in the screening tests, has been subjected to endurance
testing under simulated pumping conditions in liquid helium.
4.1 Pump Testing and Development
This section describes the design and development effort which has produced the
transfer pump described in Section 3. The main elements of this effort are:
Impellers,
The transfer pump inducer, and
The cryogenic test facility.
Development of the impellers has proceeded in several stages, from the Phase I preliminary
design through intermediate and final designs. Each new design has been guided by test
results and increasing sophistication of the design models. The transfer pump inducer has been
tested with the final impeller design. The design of the inducer is based on empirical data
from the literature and fundamental fluid mechanic considerations. The test facility allowed
for measurement of pump performance in liquid helium under prototypical conditions for space
helium transfer as well as "bench top" tests using ambient air as the working fluid. The
facility has provided data to guide the pump design and to demonstrate its performance.
4.1. I Impellers
The pump impeller has evolved through three design phases, beginning with the
preliminary design produced in Phase I 'of this project, progressing to intermediate designs
used for initial bench-top and cryogenic tests, and ending with the final impeller design.
Early in Phase 1I, the preliminary pump design was modified slightly as a result of
more detailed design studies. The purpose of this intermediate pump design was to quickly
provide a simple impeller which could be used with the motor and housing to obtain early
experience using the pump and test facility. Two intermediate impellers were fabricated, one
with straight vanes and one with drilled holes for flow passages. Following tests with the
intermediate impellers, the final impeller was designed with curved blades and a lower rotating
speed. Speed was reduced to 12,000 rpm to improve bearing performance, for it was found
that the ball bearings suffered rapid degradation at speeds of 21,000 rpm. Curved blades were
adopted to more precisely control fluid flow in order to increase the fluid dynamic efficiency.
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Figure4.1 showsthe impellerdesigns.The first is the preliminarydesignproducedin
PhaseI of this project. Next ate two intermediateimpeller designs,onewith drilled holesfor
flow passagesandanotherwith straightvanes. Thefourth impeller is the final designusedin
the helium transferpump. Table4.1 lists the main designdatafor the threevanedimpellers.
(The drilled impeller wasusedmainly for verification of operation. Detailed fluid-dynamic
designcalculationshavenotbeenperformed.)
Preliminary_ design _from Phase L The preliminary impeller design (or Impeller 1) is
based on considerations of pump efficiency and specific speed and the design requirements for
helium transfer in space. The objective of this design is to achieve maximum efficiency while
meeting the head and flow requirements for the SIRTF refill mission.
Basic design parameters were selected by choosing a specific speed to maximize
efficiency, then using the SIRTF refill requirements to set the rotating speed of the impeller.
The specific speed is a shape factor defined for an impeller at its best efficiency point (BEP).
It is a dimensionless parameter which is def'med as:
co QO.5
Ns - (goH)O.7_ (4.1)
where co = pump rotational speed (rad/s),
Q = pump flow rate (m3/s), and
goH = pump head (J/kg).
To maximize hydraulic efficiency, a specific speed of 0.90 was chosen for the preliminary
design. Data from a wide range of pumps (Shepherd, 1956) suggest that maximum hydraulic
efficiency is obtained for specific speeds near this value. Values for the flow rate
(Q = 222x10 -6 m3/s) and head (goH = 128 J/kg) were selected from the SIRTF refill mission
requirements for cold transfer. These values were used in Equation 4.1 to obtain the pump
speed of 2300 rad/sec (which is equal to 22,000 rpm).
Impeller 1 was also predicted to meet the cooldown head and flow requirements.
Characteristic data from other pumps' specific speeds close to 0.9 show that the cooldown flow
requirements will also be met for a pump with a design point corresponding to cold transfer.
This pump data is reported by Kamath and Swift (1982), Donsky (1961) and Kamath et al.
(1982).
The diameter of Impeller I was determined using Euler's equation for pump head,
reasonable assumptions about pump efficiency and inlet swirl, and empirical relations for the
exit velocity. Euler's equation is:
gon = U2Cu2- U1Cul (4.2)
r/p
where U2
Cu2
Ul
Cul
%
= blade velocity at impeller exit,
= fluid tangential velocity at impeller exit,
= blade velocity at impeller inlet,
= fluid tangential velocity at impeller inlet,
= pump efficiency.
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Table 4. I. DESIGN DATA _ TRANSFER PUMP It_:q_JJ_,S
PARAMETER
Impe I ler:
Exit diameter (cm)
Exit height (ram)
Inlet diameter (cm)
Inlet height (mm)
Exit blade angle (o)1
Inlet blade angle (o)1
Design speed (rpm)
Flow rate (L/hr)
Pressure rise (kPa)
Head (J/kg)
Efficiency (%)
PHASE I
DESIGN
(#1)
1.5
1.7
22,000
800
16
128
75
INTERMEDIATE
DES IGN
(STRAIGHT
VANES)
(#2)
1.588
0.76
0.711
2.03
25.9
62.0
22,000
780
16
128
60
FINAL
DESIGN
(#3)
3.08
0.84
1.432
1.6
45.0
65.0
12,000
800
18.6
149
55
Specific speed 0.90 0.89 0.49
1 Blade angles are measured from a radial plane.
2 - Specific speed is dimensionless and uses angular velocity.
To size the preliminary impeller, a pump efficiency of 0.6 was assumed and the inlet swirl
(Cul) was assumed to be zero. Empirically, it is known that for well-designed pumps the fluid
tangential velocity is about 60% of the blade velocity at the impeller exit. With these
assumptions and data, Equation 4.2 can be solved for the blade velocity at the impeller exit
which, in combination with the known rotating speed, sets the impeller diameter. Blade height
was selected to provide enough flow area at the impeller exit to achieve the desired exit
velocity at the design point flow rate.
Drilled impeller. The drilledimpeller is a simple part used primarily to verify
mechanical operation of the pump and proper functioning of the test instruments. This
impeller is simple to machine and provides a flow rate and pressure rise in the range of
prototypical values. Early bench tests with this impeller proved operation of the pump and test
facility in room-temperature air.
The impeller has 12 circular flow passages which are backswept at an angle of 30 ° at
their inner diameter. The impeller diameter (0.700 inches) is selected to yield approximately
the design pump head and flow rate using Equation 4.2.
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The drilled impeller was testedin air at room temperature to verify mechanical
operation of the pump and motor and to confirm operation of the test instruments. Figure 4.2
shows dimensionless performance curves measured in air at speeds of 12,000, 16,000 and
20,000 rpm. Head and flow coefficients for this impeller are smaller than for the final design
due to the relatively low flow area and high losses in the small flow passages. Following these
successful tests we began tests on the straight-vaned, intermediate design (Impeller 2).
Intermediate straight-vaned inmeller., The purpose of this impeller (Impeller 2) was to
provide reasonable performance and early experience with the pump assembly and test facility
at cryogenic conditions. Simple design models were used which could be tested against pump
performance data. Extensive tests in a variety of fluids provided key design data for the final
impeller.
Table 4.1 lists the main design parameters for Impeller 2. The inlet and exit diameters
of the impeller axe 0.71 and 1.59 cm, respectively. The rotating speed is 22,000 rpm. There
axe 12 straight vanes with an exit angle of 25.9 ° (measured from a radial plane). The blades
axe 2.03 mm high at the inlet and 0.76 mm high at the exit.
Design of Impeller 2 began with the head and flow requirements for SIRTF ref'dl and
the speed calculation from Impeller 1. Speed remains the same because Impeller 2 has the
same specific speed as the preliminary impeller for maximum hydraulic efficiency. The
objective of the intermediate design was to specify details of the impeller geometry which
meet the SIRTF refill requirements with good efficiency and also satisfy several additional
constraints. These additional constraints are simplicity of fabrication and empirical "good
design practice" for centrifugal pumps.
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Impeller geometryis specifiedby consideringthe relationsbetweenfluid and impeller
velocities. Then the EulerEquation4.2 is usedto relatethesevelocitiesto the headgenerated
by theimpeller. Figure4.3 presentsvectordiagramsof thefluid andimpeller velocitiesat the
inlet andexit. It is commondesignpracticeat the inlet to assumethatthereis negligibleswirl
in the fluid, so CI is perpendicularto U1. At the exit of the impeller, fluid velocitiesare
estimatedby assuminga "slip factor" of 0.10. Slip is thetermusedto describethephenomena
in which liquid leavestheimpeller at ananglelessthanthebladeangle. The figure showsan
"ideal" relative velocity at the impeller exit, W2*, which leavesthe impeller at the impeller
exit angle(f12). The expectedexit velocity W2is calculatedby adding a tangential slip equal
to the impeller tip velocity multiplied by the slip factor (0.1). In this way, the fluid velocity at
the exit is related to the geometry of the impeller.
Figure 4.4 shows results of these design calculations for Impeller 2. Figure 4.4a shows
the impeller tip velocity (U2) required for two values of head as a function of the ratio Cu2/U2.
Figure 4.4b shows the impeller diameter required to reach these tip speeds at pump rotating
speeds of 20,000, and 24,000 rpm. So for any combination of impeller diameter and rotating
speed, Figure 4.4b indicates the resulting tip speed. The tip speed and the design head in
Figure 4.4a correspond to a unique velocity ratio Cu2/U2. The velocity ratio is related to the
impeller blade design through the velocity triangles of Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. FLUID AND IgPEU.ER VELOCITY TRIANGLES
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The final design parameters for Impeller 2 were selected based on these calculations
and three additional considerations: 1) impeller blades are straight for ease of fabrication, 2)
the exit swirl (Cu2/Cm2) is approximately equal to 2, and 3) the diffusion ratio in the impeller
(W2/W1) is equal to about 0.7. The last two design conditions are selected based on past
design experience with pumps of similar specific speed. The resulting design parameters are
listed in Table 4.1.
Impeller 2 was tested in a variety of working fluids at temperatures from 4 K to 300 K.
The objectives of these tests were to:
provide data for design of the final pump impeller,
refine design of the pump housing and motor before the final impeller
was ready,
provide experience using the test facility at cryogenic conditions and
indicate potential limitations of the test instruments.
The test series for Impeller 2 met all these objectives. Design models for the final impeller
were based on performance data from Impeller 2. Results from these tests pointed out
deficiencies in the design of the intermediate pump housing (motor cooling produced
two-phase flow at the pump exit which could not be measured accurately at first by the test
instrumentation) and the pump housing was altered to solve the problem.
Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the performance of Impeller 2 measured in air (300
K), cold nitrogen vapor (194 K) and liquid helium (4.2 K), respectively.
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Preliminary bench-top tests were run in air to verify mechanical operation of the pump
and to provide baseline data. Figure 4.5 shows air data at pump speeds of 12,000, 16,000 and
20,000 rpm. The data are reduced and presented as dimensionless flow and head coefficients
(defined in Equations 3.1 and 3.2). The reduced dimensionless data fall mainly along.the same
curve, which has been fit with the parabola shown in the figure to simplify comparison with
additional data.
Tests were next run with the pump in cold nitrogen vapor (roughly 200 K) to observe
the effects of cold operation in the cryogenic test facility separately from the effects of
operation in liquid. Figure 4.6 presents the results of the cold nitrogen tests. Dimensionless
data are shown which are reduced from tests at pump speeds of 12,000 and 16,000 rpm. Also
shown is the parabolic fit to the air tests data. The cold nitrogen data scales as expected with
the bench-top air data. To measure pump head in this test, the cryogenic pressure transducer
(described in the section on the test facility) was used at the far low end of its operating range.
Thus, there is significant uncertainty in the head data for this test.
Final tests of Impeller 2 pumped liquid helium at 4.2 K. Data were recorded at rotating
speeds of 11,500 and 9,600 rpm. Figure 4.7 shows the pump head measured as a function of
flow rate at these two speeds. Figure 4.8 presents the liquid helium data in dimensionless form
along with the data from the bench tests with air. Agreement between the dimensionless data
shows that the pump scales properly, and the test facility instrumentation functions well with
both gas and liquid working fluids and temperatures from 4.2 to 300 K.
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The performance of Impeller 2 was assessed by comparing the measured head
coefficient with the "theoretical" value for the same flow coefficient. Figure 4.9 shows the
Euler efficiency of Impeller 2, which is the ratio of the actual to the theoretical maximum
pump head. The theoretical value is obtained using Euler's Equation 4.2 to calculate the head
assuming that the flow leaves the impeller with no slip. Maximum efficiencies in the range of
0.50-0.60 are obtained for flow coefficients in the range 0.0-0.2.
Figure 4.10 shows the effects of cavitation at low NPSH on the performance of
Impeller 2. Flow rate was held constant and the pump head was measured as the NPSH was
reduced (i.e., the level of the liquid helium bath decreased due to boilofO. The pump head
remained constant until very low values of NPSH were reached (roughly within 1 mm of the
impeller elevation).
Final impeller. The objectives in the design of the final impeller (Impeller Number 3)
were to: 1) reduce the rotating speed to improve bearing reliability, and 2) refine the impeller
design using test data from Impeller 2. The design speed for Impeller 3 was reduced to 12,000
rpm because results of cryogenic bearings tests (Section 4.2) indicated that bearings
deteriorated rapidly at speeds of 21,000 rpm. Detailed design of the impeller vanes used test
data from Impeller 2 to evaluate loss coefficients in the impeller. Liquid helium tests have
shown that the final impeller satisfies the design requirements for liquid helium transfer.
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Table 4.1 lists the key design parameters for Impeller 3. The outer diameter has been
increased to 3.08 cm. There are twelve curved blades with an inlet angle of 65 ° and an exit
angle of 45 °. The diameter of the blades at the inlet is 1.43 cm. Blade height is 0.16 cm at
the inlet and 0.084 cm at the exit. Since the design head and flow rate remain constant but the
rotating speed is reduced, the specific speed has also gone down. The specific speed of
Impeller 3 is 0.49, roughly half the value for previous impellers.
The design models for Impeller 3 are similar to those used for Impeller 2 but also
account for additional hydraulic losses in the impeller. The pump head calculated from the
Euler equation is modified by two additional head loss terms. Inefficiency in the diffuser is
modeled by a diffuser recovery coefficient (Cd) which accounts for kinetic energy which is not
recovered as static pressure:
A(goH)d = (1-Cd) --_ (4.3)
where A(goH)d = head loss due to inefficient pressure recovery in the diffuser,
C2 = absolute fluid velocity at the impeller exit.
Friction losses inside the impeller are modeled by an impeller loss factor, Cf:
A(goH)f = Cf-_ (4.4)
where A(goH)f = head loss due to friction in the impeller, and
W1 = relative fluid velocity at the impeller inlet.
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The total headgeneratedby thepumpis thencalculatedwith a modifiedEuler equation:
goH = r/h(U2Cu2 - UiCul ) - A(goH)d - A(goH)f (4.5)
where the hydraulic efficiency (r h) now accounts for leakage. The exit tangential velocity
(Cu2) was evaluated from velocity triangles in the same manner as Impeller 2. Instead of a
constant slip factor at the impeller exit, Wiesner's correlation (Wiesner, 1967) was used in
which the slip depends on the exit blade angle.
The loss coefficients Cd, Cf and Oh were evaluated using data from the tests of Impeller
2. Values for the loss coefficients were used to predict performance of the earlier impeller and
compared to the performance data. The values of these coefficients which yielded best
agreement were Oh = 0.78, Co = 0.4 and Cf = 0.6. Figure 4.11 shows that these coefficients
successfully model the performance of Impeller 2.
Figure 4.12 shows the performance predicted by the design model for Impeller 3. At a
rotating speed of 12,000 rpm the model predicts a head of 149 J/kg at the design point flow
rate of 800 L/hr. Overall hydraulic efficiency is calculated to be 0.55.
Performance data for Impeller 3 are presented in Figures 4.13 through 4.16.
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Figure 4.13 shows performance data for Impeller 3 in air. Performance was measured
at rotating speeds of 11,500 and 7,680 rpm and reduced to dimensionless form. Figure 4.14
shows performance data measured in liquid helium at rotating speeds of 12,000 and 8,000 rpm.
Also shown are the two design points corresponding to cooldown and cold transfer in the
SIRTF refill mission. Note that the pump achieves both design points.
Figure 4.15 presents dimensionless performance data for Impeller 3 in liquid helium.
In 4,15a the pump characteristic curves are reduced to head and flow coefficients, and Figure
4.15b plots the Euler efficiencies at both pump speeds. There is good correspondence between
the dimensionless performance curves at the two pump speeds.
Figure 4.16 shows the performance of Impeller 3 at low NPSH without the inducer.
The pump maintained steady head until the liquid level was 13.6 cm beneath the impeller inlet
(a long inlet tube was attached to the pump inlet for these tests).
4.1.2 Inducer
A key design requirement for the transfer pump is operation with zero NPSH, which is
the condition inside an orbiting helium supply Dewar. An inducer has been developed to
improve the performance of the transfer pump at low values of NPSH. The inducer is a
helical, axial flow impeller which is reslstant to head degradation by cavitation. It is
positioned upstream of the centrifugal impeller and rotates on the same shaft. The purpose of
the inducer is to impart a small amount of head to the fluid so that the centrifugal impeller
does not cavitate.
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Figure 4.17 is a schematicof the transfer pump inducer. Key design features are
summarized in Table 4.2. The inducer consists of two long blades wrapped about a central
hub to form a double-helix with increasing pitch. The outer diameter of the blades is 1.27 cm
(0.50 inches). The inlet angle is at 17.3 ° , and the exit angle is 32.40 ° . These angles are
measured with respect to planes which are perpendicular to the axis of the inducer.
The inducer works because of its unique blade geometry. It is able to impart a small
amount of head to the liquid while remaining resistant to interruption of flow by cavitation.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the velocity triangles at the inlet and exit of the inducer. Because the
blades have an increasing pitch, the fluid velocity at the exit has a component in the tangential
direction. This swirl results in increased head, as shown in Euler's Equation 4.2. The
inducer's blades are quite long so the differential pressure across them is small. As a result,
cavitation is not widespread. Furthermore, any vapor cavities which may form due to local
cavitation in the inducer do not significantly block the flow of liquid. This is quite different
than in a centrifugal impeller, where cavitation first occurs at the inlet where the flow area is
smallest.
The design of the transfer pump inducer was based on Euler's equation and the
fluid/impeller velocity triangles. The inducer blades were designed to provide a head of 12
J/kg at the exit. This is roughly one-tenth the total pump head, which was reported in the
literature to result in good performance in tests at low NPSH. This head requirement
determined the exit angle. The inlet angle was set by the requirement for "shockless"
entry--that is, the relative velocity W1 should correspond with the blade angle /31 as shown in
Figure 4.18 (Vlaming).
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Table 4.2. INDUCER DESIGN FOR ItELIUg TRAHSFER PUMP
Rotating speed (rpm)
Number of blades
Blade outer diameter (cm)
Blade angle at inlet
Blade angle at exit
Axial length of blades (cm)
12,000
2
1.27
17.3 °
32.4 °
1.10
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Figure 4.19 shows the performance of the transfer pump (with Impeller 3) at low NPSH
including the inducer. The design requirement for pumping at rated conditions at 0 NPSH is
exceeded. The pump with the inducer maintained a steady head until the liquid level was 13
cm beneath the leading edges of the inducer blade. At this point, the liquid level in the supply
Dewar no longer reached the pump inlet and flow stopped. The ultimate operating limit due to
cavitation could not be determined.
4.1.3 Test facility and procedures
A facility for cryogenic pump tests has been built for this project. The facility consists
of a cryostat (the same cryostat used for the bearing tests) and a pump assembly. The cryostat
is a vacuum-insulated Dewar for liquid helium which is surrounded by a second vacuum-
insulated Dewar, which contains liquid nitrogen during tests. The pump assembly includes the
pump and all test instrumentation. The facility provides pump performance characteristics and
cavitation data in liquid helium.
Figure 4.20 shows the cryostat used for pump tests. The cryostat consists of
a vacuum-jacketed Dewar for liquid helium which is suspended inside a vacuum-jacketed
Dewar containing liquid nitrogen. The nitrogen acts to absorb most of the heat leak from the
circumference of the Dewars. The glass Dewars are silvered for radiation shielding. Two
strips on opposite sides of the Dewars are unsilvered to allow viewing the pump during
operation. A wooden box encloses the Dewar and provides support for the glass vessels.
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P_umg.figcml]_ The pump and all test instruments are suspended from a flange which
seals the top of the LHe Dewar during a cryogenic test. Figure 4.21a is a photograph of the
pump test assembly, and Figure 4.21b is a schematic of the test's assembly which identifies the
main components.
The transfer pump was placed at the lowest elevation and its inlet faced downwards
towards the bottom of the Dewar. During cryogenic operation, flow left the pump and flowed
into a vertical tube containing flow and pressure instrumentation. The flow rate was measured
by a turbine meter, and the pump head was measured by a differential pressure transducer.
One leg of this transducer was coupled directly to the pump outlet tube; the other was open to
the LHe bath at the same elevation.
Liquid helium left the metering tube through an angle control valve and returned to the
surrounding bath. Flow through the pump was controlled by adjusting the control valve.
Instrumentation. The pump assembly included several instruments for measuring
performance. They were:
a differential pressure transducer to measure pump head,
a turbine meter to measure flow rate,
a capacitance probe to measure pump rotating speed, and
a liquid helium level meter to measure NPSH.
1) Differential t_ressure transducer. A differential pressure transducer was used to
measure pump head during cryogenic tests with liquid helium. The transducer operated
completely submerged in liquid helium, so that pressure taps leading to an external transducer
were unnecessary. The transducer was purchased from Keller PSI and calibrated at room
temperature and 4.2 K. The pressure range was 30 psid. For pump tests, the pressure leg of
the transducer was connected to the pump discharge tube and the reference leg was open to the
surrounding helium bath (at the same elevation).
The pump head during tests with warm air was too small to measure with the
differential pressure transducer. For these tests, pump head was measured with a slant-tube
manometer. A pressure tap from the pump discharge led to the pressure side of the
manometer. In this way, accurate measurement of the pump discharge pressure was possible
down to 0.01 inches of water (2.5 Pa).
2) _ A turbine flow meter was purchased from Flow Technology Inc.
to measure the flow rate from the pump. The meter consisted of a short flow section in which
a small, six-bladed turbine rotated at a speed which was roughly proportional to the liquid flow
rate. A magnetic pickoff located alongside the meter counted the frequency at which the
turbine blades passed and produced a signal which indicated the flow rate. we performed
extensive calibrations of the turbine meter at ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The meter
accurately measures the liquid flow rate provided the liquid is single-phase.
We also found that in liquid nitrogen the turbine meter does not accurately measure the
flow. Because the meter operates properly in liquid helium, and because liquid helium is
much less prone to cavitation than liquid nitrogen, we believe that the problem with measuring
LN2 flow is due to cavitation in the turbine meter.
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3) Capacitance probe. Capacitance probes were used to measure the rotating speed
of the pump. A capacitance probe is an electrode, in series with a capacitor, positioned in
close proximity with a rotating element. If the capacitor is charged through a high-value
resistor, then changes in capacitance between the pump and electrode can be detected as a
change in voltage across the resistor. The rotating element is shaped so that the capacitance
between it and the electrode changes with rotation. Thus, the voltage across the resistor
provides a signal whose frequency is proportional to the rotating speed of the pump.
For the intermediate impellers, the capacitance probe was placed close to the exit of the
impeller. A signal was registered each rime an impeller blade (or drilled hole) passed the
probe. In this case, the rotating frequency was 1/12'th the frequency of the voltage changes
registered by the probe (there were 12 blades and 12 holes in the impellers). For the final
impeller, two shallow holes were drilled in the back side of the impeller and the capacitance
probe was located at the corresponding radius. A signal was obtained at twice the rotating
frequency.
4) Liauid helium level meter. A liquid helium level meter was used to measure
the depth of the -liquid helium bath during cavitation tests. The meter was purchased from
American Magnetics, Inc. It consists of a strip of superconducting material and a long
filament heater, enclosed in a tube which hangs vertically into the liquid helium bath. The
tube has many penetrations which allow liquid inside. The portion of superconductor which is
in contact with liquid is beneath its transition temperature and offers no electrical resistance.
The portion above the liquid level is heated above the transition temperature by the filament,
and thus is resistive to current flow. Thus, the electrical resistance of the superconductor is
proportional to the liquid helium level.
pump. characteristic tests. Pump characteristic tests were run to obtain head/flow
performance data for the transfer pump. These tests were run with cryogenic liquids and
room-temperature air.
Before running a cryogenic test, the facility, pump, and instruments were carefully
cleaned with solvents. The cryostat was sealed and then evacuated and purged with high
purity helium to remove contaminants which would freeze out in liquid helium.
Pump tests began after cleaning and purging. Liquid helium and nitrogen were added
to the cryostats. The helium level in the inner Dewar was kept well above the pump inlet
(roughly 18 inches) so that the operating characteristics could be observed with no effects of
possible cavitation at low NPSH. The roaring speed of the pump was set by observing the
output of the capacitance probe and adjusting the frequency of the motor controller. Once the
desired speed was obtained, a head/flow characteristic curve was recorded. The control valve
was opened fully and the head and flow rate at this point were recorded. Then, the control
valve was closed partially and the next head/flow point was recorded. This continued until the
valve was fully closed and the pump head at zero flow was recorded. Then we took a second
set of flow/head points with the same pump speed as the valve was turned to full open. Data
from bench tests in air were obtained in the same manner.
Following this procedure the pump speed was adjusted to the next desired level and
another head/flow characteristic was recorded.
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After the head/flow pump characteristicswere obtained,we began tests of pump
performanceat low NPSH.
Tests of pump_ performance at low NPSH. The liquid helium in the test Dewar is in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the helium vapor which covers it. Thus, the liquid helium is
saturated, and the net positive suction head for the pump is provided only by the gravity head
of the liquid. Thus, the NPSH at the pump inlet is equal to the difference in elevation between
the inducer inlet and the liquid surface, less the velocity head of the liquid in the pump inlet.
The liquid level alone is a conservative (i.e., high) measure of NPSH.
To obtain pump performance data as a function of NPSH, the liquid helium is allowed
to evaporate from the inner Dewar without replenishment. The level drops gradually and
pump performance is monitored. The position of the control valve and the pump speed are
kept constant throughout this test so that the pump operates at the nominal design point. Head
remains constant until cavitation begins in the pump. At the onset of cavitation, the head
begins to drop. As the level of the liquid helium bath continues to fall, the severity of
cavitation increases and head decreases still further. Pump head and the level of the liquid
helium bath are recorded periodically. NPSH is calculated by subtracting the velocity head of
the fluid in the pump inlet from the elevation difference.
To allow the pump to continue operating after the liquid level has dropped beneath the
pump inlet, an extended inlet tube was attached to the pump for these tests.
4.2 Bearing Testing and Development
The liquid Helium transfer pump requires a journal bearing capable of moderately high
speeds that can operate for long periods of time in a liquid or gaseous helium environment at
temperatures near 4.2 Kelvin. The most reliable performance was achieved by bearings with
440C stainless steel balls and raceways with nylon/teflon/fiberglass composite retainers. These
bearings were then tested for endurance in liquid helium under simulated pumping conditions.
They have operated reliably for 24 hours at speeds of 12,000 rpm and axial loads of 2 lbf.
The operating environments of bearings can be compared using their "DN" values,
which represent the product of speed in rpm and diameter in millimeters. For the helium
transfer pump, DN values of 105,000 were projected for early pump designs (which had a
rotating speed of 22,000 rpm). For the final pump design, DN = 57,000 with a rotating speed
of 12,000 rpm.
A substantial amount of work has been performed on the development of ball bearings
for use in liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, most recently for Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) turbopumps (DN values up to 2 million at 40,000 rpm). Similar work has been
performed for the development of ball bearings for gyros for operation at high speed in
vacuum. There are some significant differences in the needs of the bearings for the SSME and
the liquid helium pump. The SSME pump bearings are running at extremely high DN values
(up to 2 million) at high loads (Hertzian stresses as high as 500 Kpsi) with a desired life on the
order of 7.5 hours in either an oxidizing (LOX or GOX) or reducing (LH2 or GH2)
environments and at temperatures of 20 K to 100 K. The liquid helium pump is operating at a
much lower DN value of 50,000-100,000 and Hertzian stress in the vicinity of 200 Kpsi with a
target life of 500 hours, operating in an inert environment at 4.2 K.
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It hasbeendetermined,throughreviewof the literatureandconsultationwith bearing
manufacturers,that no off-the-shelfbearingcanbepurchasedwhichmeetsthe requirementsof
the liquid helium transfer pump with a high degreeof certainty. So an experimental
developmentprogram was initiated to obtain and test several different configurationsof
bearingswith the objectiveof determiningwhich bearingperformsthe best in the operating
environmentof the liquid helium transferpump. Screeningtestswere performedon four
bearingconfigurations,including conventionalsolid-lubricatedbearingsas well as bearings
with advancedball andretainermaterialsandracewaysurfacetreatments.
4.2.1 Backgroundand Overview
Operation at cryogenic temperatures requires the use of dry or un-lubricated bearings
because conventional lubricants harden at cryogenic temperatures. There are two basic types
of wear resistant coatings used (Spalvins, 1978): hard, wear resistant coatings such as
carbides, nitrides and silicides, and soft lubricating coatings. There are three classes of solid
lubricating coatings (Gould and Roberts, 1989): soft metals (Au, Ag, Pb, etc.), lamellar solids
(MoS2, NbS2, etc.), and polymers (PTFE, polyimides, etc.). For the needs of this project, it
was decided to try four different bearing configurations, using various combinations of the
above wear resistant approaches.
Because of the long life desired for these bearings, a statistical study could not be
performed within the scope of the project to create a data base that would demonstrate that a
bearing could operate for 500 hours (Abernathy, et al., 1983). Therefore, an experimental
program was designed, with the cooperation of Miniature Precision Bearing Corp., Keene, NH,
in which bearings would be tested at prototypical conditions, for a limited period of time (by
Creare), and the bearings would be inspected (by MPB) to determine the degree and nature of
the wear, so that bearings with the best and worst chances of success could be identified.
4.2.2 Selection of Bearing and Retainer Materials
Three different manufacturers were identified as sources of bearings for the Liquid
Helium Transfer Pump. A total of four different bearing configurations were tested. Table 4.3
below gives the manufacturers, ball, race and retainer materials. Bearing combinations were
chosen to utilize each of the three classes of solid lubricants and the wear resistant materials.
Bearing number one, the MPB bearing, is a standard R3 oil lubricated bearing design
with the oil left out and extra clearance designed into the bearing. The MCK retainer is made
of Nylon, PTFE (teflon) and glass fiber. Because it is basically a standard bearing without the
lubrication, it was chosen as the baseline bearing for performance comparison. 440C is used
for the balls and races because of its corrosion resistance and because it is the standard
material for instrument bearings. This bearing utilizes its polymer retainer to provide solid
lubricant. The MCK retainer combines the solid lubricating properties of teflon and the
greater strength and wear resistance of nylon. However, no literature was found documenting
the use of Nylon, or Nylon, FFFE, glass composites for cryogenic bearing applications, so the
performance of this bearing was unpredictable before testing.
Bearing number two, manufactured by FAG, is designed to test the effectiveness of a
lamellar solid (in this case MoS2) as a lubricant and to test a polyimide retainer. The MoS2
was sputter coated onto the races by Lube Co. (process 905) and burnished by a glass beading
process. The burnishing process is supposed to increase the adhesion of the MoS2 to the
raceway. The retainer is a polyimide composite with 15% MoS2 (Dupont Vespel, SP-3).
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Table 4.3.
Bearing
3
4
BFARINGS
Race Ball
Manufacturer Mat'l Mat'l
MBP 440(: 440C
FAG 440C 440C
Barden 440C 44012
MPB 44t3(2 S i 3N4
Retainer
Material
mCK
(nylon, PTFE,
glass
compos i te)
Vespel (SP-3)
(Polyimide,
15_ _$2)
Teflon/Glass/
moS2
Leaded Bronze
Race
Treatment
None
MoS2
burnished
on to races
None
Lead Ion
Plated
Polyimide composites, along with PTFE, are frequently used to provide dry lubrication in
bearings and have been shown to work at high temperatures (Devine and KroU, 1964). With
the MoS2 in the material, a transfer film of polyimide and MoS2 should rub off onto the balls
by friction and get transferred to the races. In this way, a continuous supply of dry lubricant
should be available. The balls and races of this bearing are of 44012 stainless steel. Radial
clearance is set at 0.0005-0.0008 inch.
Bearing number three, manufactured by Barden Bearing, is an off-the-shelf
dry-lubricated bearing designed for cryogenic use. This bearing is rated from -185 °C to
302°C (88 - 575 K). So operation in liquid helium (4 K) represents an extension of the design
operating range. The lubricating mechanism for this bearing is the same as for other
retainer-supplied dry-lubricant bearings. The balls rub small quantifies of the retainer/lubricant
off and deposit the material onto the raceway. The retainer is a "highly compressed material
of Teflon-coated, super-f'me glass fibers, impregnated with MoS2" (The Barden Corp., 1965)
Ball and race materials are of AISI 440C stainless steel, hardened and heat treated. Radial
clearance in this bearing is set at 0.0005-0.0008 inch or greater to provide compensation for
thermal differentials.
Bearing number four, manufactured by MPB, was our "best shot" bearing. Based on
research performed by Create and MPB, a combination of materials was chosen to provide the
best performance regardless of cost. The bearing races are of 440C and are ion implanted with
lead. The lead was applied at the European Space Technology Laboratory (ESTL)in England.
The lead implanted coating is designed to provide a dry lubricant of soft metal. Previous
researchers have found that bearings with lead-containing cages and lubricated with ion-plated
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lead films showedgood torque performancewhen cooled from 300 to 20 K (Gould and
Roberts,1989). Theretainerfor this bearingconsistedof a leadedbronze. Leadedbronzewas
chosenbecauseof its assumedgreaterstrengththanPTFEor polyimide,and becauseretainer
failure is a commonmodeof unlubricatedbearingfailure. The leadin the bronzeis intended
to help provide lubricanttransferover the life of the bearing. The ball materialchosenwas
siliconnit.rideSi3N4.
Siliconnitride ballswere selected to increase the wear resistance of the bearing. There
are four principal types of metallic wear: adhesive, abrasive, corrosive, and surface fatigue or
pitting (Spalvins, 1978). In instrument bearings operating in a clean, inert environment,
abrasive and corrosive wear are largely not an issue (though bearing debris can cause abrasion
in the same or other nearby bearings as wear occurs). Typically, adhesive wear is the primary
cause of bearing degradation in instrument bearings. Adhesive wear is the formation of
microwelds at the metal to metal interfaces such as between the balls and races (Fletcher,
1990). Eventually, adhesive wear leads to increased surface roughness, increased torque and
ultimately bearing failure. Experience with ceramic coatings and ceramic bearing elements
has shown that they substantially decrease the occurrence of adhesive wear because dissimilar
materials are less prone to adhesion.
4.2.3 Test Descriptions
Bearing tests were developed for the purpose of demonstrating the suitability of the
different bearing designs for operation in liquid helium. A review of Weibull analysis
(Abernathy, et al., 1983) showed that performing a statistical study, in which large numbers of
bearings are tested until failure and the failure data is used to estimate reliability, was not
feasible. The statistical study was beyond the scope of this project because 1) the cost of
performing the tests would be very high, and 2) the duration required for the tests is quite long
(over 500 hours). Therefore, a test program was developed that would enable the bearings to
be run for short periods of time and then be inspected. An inspection program was developed
to identify the severity and nature of wear and to determine the causes of such wear.
Test Facilities
Two separate test facilities were de.veloped for the cryogenic testing of bearings. The
first facility designed could test six bearings simultaneously. The second test facility is
simpler but holds only two bearings.
Six Bearinf Test Facility. The first test apparatus, designed to enable the testing of six
bearings simultane-ously, is shown in Figure 4.22. The motor is mounted at the warm end of
the facility and drives the bearings which are located in the cold end. This facility design
reduces the overall heat input to the liquid helium by about 50 percent because the motor
power is not dissipated into the cryogenic environment. The bearings are loaded into a
precision bore with 0.0005 inch radial clearance with a precision turned and lapped shaft with
0.0005 inch radial clearance to the bearing I.D. The preload on the bearings is set by a spring
and cup system with shims alternately between the inner and outer races such that the inner
and outer races are alternately loaded and all bearings are preloaded to the same value. The
preload on the bearings is setup warm so that it will be 8.88 N cold, with thermal contraction
and the change in the modulus of the spring taken into account. The shaft is driven through a
flexible bellows coupling by a brushless d.c. motor. Heat leak from the motor to the bearings
is limited to about 2 watts by the thin-wall bellows and shaft length. The bearing bore/housing
is mounted on a thin-wall structural shell to isolate it from the warm mounting.
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The bearings are cooled by two mechanisms. The bore in which the bearings are
mounted is thermally connected to the liquid helium by a solid bar of pure CDA110 copper.
As the helium level drops during the test, the copper bar keeps the bearing housing cold by
conduction. The boiloff vapor is channeled through ports in the bearing bore and through the
center of the bearings. The clearance between the balls and the races and the cage is sufficient
to allow the helium boiloff to pass through. This design was intended to permit all six
beatings to operate at liquid helium temperature, in a gaseous helium environment.
Two Bearing Test Facility. The two beating tester is shown in Figure 4.23. One of the
pump motors was modified to allow the use of a controlled spring force to preload the
bearings. Thus, the motor was assembled and operated normally except that a spring provided
the 8.88 N preload instead of the pressure difference across a pump impeller. The motor was
hung in the liquid helium by a thin stainless steel wire to limit heat leak. Heat generated in
the motor caused a small amount of boiloff that created substantial convection in the motor
that cooled the motor and flushed out debris generated by the bearings.
Test Procedures
The test procedures for both test facilities were essentially the same. Differences in
detail arose from the different facility constructions. In both cases, the test facility was
cleaned with a progression of solvents (acetone, alcohol, freon) to remove all traces of
particulate and moisture. The bearings were installed in the housing and the preload set so
that it would be 8.88 N when cooled to 4 IC The housing was installed into the dewar and all
valves and seals installed. After an instrument check, the dewar was evacuated to a rough
vacuum and back-filled with grade 6 helium at room temperature five or six times. After the
dewar was purged with helium gas the motor was started and spun slowly. Then the liquid
nitrogen jacket was fiUed, and the fill with liquid helium begun. Once the bearings reached
operating temperature (LHe began to fill the dewar), the motor speed was increased to the full
operating speed (21,000 for early tests, 12,000 for later tests).
Bearing tests were designed to run for approximately 24 hours. In the event of a
bearing failure (the test facility seized) a test would be shortened. After 24-30 hours, the LHe
in the supply dewar would generally run out. The motor would be turned off when the
operating temperature began to rise. Bearings were removed from the facility and sent to
MPB for inspection after the facility warmed to room temperature.
4.2.4 Test Results
Table 4.4 summarizes the six bearing tests that were run and the results of the tests. Of
six tests, substantial retainer damage was identified in four cases. Clearly, the retainer is a
weak link in the dry-lubricated cryogenic bearing. Similar observations have been made by
others testing dry-lubricated bearings (Bhat, 1989; Kannel, et al.; Poole and Bursey; Devine
and Kroll, 1964; Nosaka, et al., 1986; Wilson, et al., 1961; Vest, 1974).
Table 4.4 also gives a summary of the test results, and the final report by MPB (Jarvis,
1990) (attached as Appendix A) gives the details of their testing and results. The section
below summarizes the analysis results.
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MPB SR3MCK7 Bearing. This bearing, as described above, is a standard bearing
design with a nylon, glass, PTFE composite retainer desi.gn that is proprietary to MPB Corp.
Two tests were conducted with this bearing design, one m each bearing tester. This bearing
performed the best of all of the bearings because it showed the least damage and lowest torque
values after the tests.
The bearings were first tested for 24 hours at temperatures from 4 to 40 Kelvin in
Creare's six-bearing tester. After testing, all bearings showed retainer wear and debris from
the retainer in the bearings. The retainers showed a burnishing of the ball pockets from
contact with the bails and the bore of the retainer from contact with the inner ring of the
bearing. The inner and outer rings of the bearings showed an accumulation of debris that,
when cleaned, revealed undamaged raceways. The balls also showed debris on the surfaces
that, when cleaned, revealed that the balls were undamaged. Figure 4.24a (Jarvis, 1990) is a
50x photo showing a view of the retainer with the burnishing of the retainer surface and figure
4.24b shows that the race appears undamaged after cleaning.
Another set of the MPB SR3MCK7 bearings were tested for 23.5 hours in Creare's
second design tester. The retainer in this test showed no significant wear. Sinusoidal wear
bands were found on the inner and outer raceways due to slight misalignment during assembly
of the facility. Figure 4.25a shows the sinusoidal wear pattern on the inner race, caused by the
misalignment. Figure 4.25b shows the displaced metal (2000x magnification) at the edge of
the ball track. Local stresses were apparently so high because of the misalignment that the
metal in the raceway smeared to the side of the path of the ball.
The torque measurement showed that these MPB bearings had the lowest post-test
torque reading of the bearings tested (Jarvis, 1990). Figure 4.26 (Jarvis, 1990) shows the
average running torque from the pre and post-test torque tests. These measurements conftrm
the inspection results that suggest that this bearing suffered the least wear.
_. Screening tests of the FAG bearings in the six bearing tester ended with
catastrophic failure of the bearings. During testing, the motor power required to drive the
bearings steadily increased and the noise level increased. After 3.5 hours the facility seized
and would no longer run. Subsequent disassembly of the facility showed that there were
broken retainer bits jammed into the bearings and that large quantifies of retainer debris and
probably the MoS2 coating had flaked off and built up in and around the bearings. The
bearings were also jammed into the housing because the vibration of the bearings in the bore
causes the particulates to pack into the spaces around the bearings. Figure 4.27a (Jarvis, 1990)
shows the bali wear groove in one of the retainer pockets. Figure 4.27b shows the inner ring
wear showing pitting. The polyimide retainer apparently is not well suited to the liquid helium
environment.
Barden "Bartemn" Bearin2. The Barden bearings were run for only five hours due to
the available liquid hel|um supply. The bearings were examined after the five hour run and
found to have severe retainer wear and debris buildup. Figure 4.28a shows the contamination
buildup on the raceway. It was the opinion of the examiners (Jarvis, 1990) that the rate of
wear of the retainer and the quantity and nature of buildup on the raceway and balls indicated
that these bearings were in the process of failing rapidly. Because of this, further testing was
not performed. However, the lubrication mechanism for this bearing is the sacrificial wear of
the retainer and deposition of that material onto the race. It is possible that the contamination
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in Figure 4.28b is actually the beginning of the creation of the dry lubricating film. Without
further testing, it is not possible to be certain whether rapid wear and contamination or
sacrificial retainer wear and solid lubrication are occurring in this bearing.
MPB "K308 Beating. The K308 bearing was run in two separate tests. In the first test,
the bearings were run for 12 hours at 3.33 N preload at 12,000 rpm submerged in liquid
helium in test facility number two. Examination of the bearings showed no significant
degradation so they were returned for further testing. During the second test, the bearings
were run for 25 hours at 12,000 rpm at an initial preload of 8.8-9.3 N in liquid helium. Upon
examination of the bearing, it was found that the bearing internal parts were covered with
bronze debris from the retainer. The retainers showed severe wear in the ball pockets and on
the O.D. where they ride on the outer race. The raceway wear bands were coated with bronze
debris, some of which was pressed onto the race material by the balls.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The hydraulic efficiency of the transfer pump is limited by the performance of
sofid-lubricated ball bearings in liquid helium. A lower specific-speed impeller is required to
increase bearing life. However, the difference in pump efficiency has little effect on the mass
transfer efficiency. The pump performs well under NPSH conditions which simulate a liquid
helium supply Dewar on orbit.
5.1 Comparison of Impeller Performance
Impeller 3 is somewhat less efficient than Impeller 2 because their specific speeds are
different. The specific speed of Impeller 2 was selected to maximize hydraulic efficiency.
The specific speed of Impeller 3 is less than Impeller 2 because the rotating speed of the pump
was reduced to improve bearing life.
The maximum hydraulic efficiency measured for Impeller 3 is about 15% less than the
maximum efficiency of Impeller 2. Efficiency data for Impeller 3 is illustrated in Figure 4.15b
and the efficiency of Impeller 2 is shown in Figure 4.9. Impeller 3 reaches its maximum
efficiency of 0.45 to 0.50 for flow coefficients in the range 0 to 0.2; Impeller 2 reaches
maximum efficiencies in the range 0.5 to 0.6 for flow coefficients in the range 0.0 to 0.25.
The drop in hydraulic efficiency from Impeller 2 to Impeller 3 is due to a reduction in
specific speed which was necessary in order to prolong bearing life. Early bearing tests at
rotating speeds of 20,000 rpm have shown signs of rapid degradation, unacceptable for
on-orbit helium transfer. As a result, the pump design has been altered to improve the
performance of the beatings. Tests at 12,000 rpm have shown much less severe bearing wear,
so that reliable operation through a complete transfer mission is highly likely. The design of
Impeller 3 reflects the necessity of highly reliable operation. The drop in efficiency is
expected.
The penalties for the loss in hydraulic efficiency are small. The mass transfer
efficiency is insensitive to small changes in the pump efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Thus, the reduction in pump efficiency results in a very small loss in mass transfer efficiency
and implies that 15% more power is required to operate the pump during transfer. Since the
amount of power is quite small in the ftrst place (less than 10 W), the small penalties for
slower speeds are small compared to the benefits of more reliable bearings.
5.2 Bearing Performance in Liquid lHIefinm
Liquid helium is a severe environment for the operation of bearings. Polymers harden
at cryogenic temperatures so the lubricating properties due to the softness of these materials
may be lost. The same may be true of soft metals such as lead. This may be what happened
to the polyimide retainer in the FAG bearing, causing it to abrade and wear rapidly. Liquid
helium provides virtually no lubrication to the bearing and adds some drag to the rotating
components, such as the retainer, and could increase the rate of wear of these parts.
The bearing which shows the most promise throughout the testing is the MPB
SR3MCK7 bearing. This is the only bearing which has been tested in both test fixtures,
because of its good performance in the first fixture. The MCK retainer of nylon, glass and
teflon resists wear better at liquid helium temperatures than the other retainer materials.
However, insufficient test time has been accumulated with these bearings to judge reliability
after 500 hours. Further testing would be desirable.
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The MPB K308 bearing with the silicon nitride balls and leaded bronze retainer showed
some promise. But the leaded bronze retainer has worn too rapidly in 37 hours of cryogenic
testing to give a high degree of confidence in the bearing. It is possible that the substitution of
an MCK retainer would produce a more robust bearing.
The Barden Bartemp bearing also shows some potential. However, the wear of the
retainer seems more rapid than would be acceptable in a long life bearing. With only five
hours of test on the bearings, significant wear of the retainers is seen. Yet, the deposition of
retainer/lubricant on the races is evident and might have led to a reduction in rate-of-wear.
The FAG bearing with polyimide retainer and MoS2 coated races shows the least
suitability to this application due to the rapid degradation of the retainers and subsequent
seizure of the test bearings, after 3.5 hours of testing.
Data from these tests can guide future bearing development. In order to further
develop these bearings, we recommend testing the SR3MCK7 bearing for a longer period of
time (e.g., 100 hours). We also recommend testing a modified K308 bearing with the SiaN 4
balls, 440C races and MCK retainers. Existing literature suggests that the silicon nitride balls
should create a longer life bearing than unlubricated 440C on 440C. During our testing, no
ball degradation was found even though the misalignment of the bearing caused significant
raceway wear. If one of the bearings showed a clear advantage, a full statistical study could
be pursued.
5.3 Pump Pefformauce With Low Net Positive Suction Head
The transfer pump suffers no head degradation due to cavitation until the NPSH is very
low. The pump is able to perform so well at low NPSH thanks to the thermodynamic and
transport properties of liquid helium. In our tests, no head drop has been observed until the
liquid level has fallen 13 cm below the tip of the inducer. Thus, the transfer pump is expected
to perform well under similar NPSH conditions in an orbiting helium supply Dewar. These
results confu'm the hypothesis advanced in Phase I that the amount of head loss due to
cavitation can be scaled based on the phenomenon of vapor pressure depression.
Liquid helium is not prone to severe cavitation because it has a high degree of vapor
pressure depression. Formation of a vapor cavity on a pump impeller is a dynamic process
which requires evaporation of liquid. Evaporation, in turn, requires heat which must be
supplied by the liquid flowing through the impeller. Since heat must be conducted through the
liquid directly adjacent to the vapor cavity, the liquid temperature at the vapor/liquid interface
is less than the bulk liquid temperature. So the pressure in the vapor cavity, which is the
saturation pregsttre corresponding to the interface temperature, is less than the vapor pressure
which corresponds to the bulk fluid temperature. The difference in pressure between the
cavity and the bulk vapor pressure is called the vapor pressure depression. If the vapor
pressure depression is large, then a pump can operate at lower values of NPSH before a cavity
can form on the impeller.
A scaling analysis of vapor pressure depression has been presented in the Phase I final
report. An analysis based on thermodynamics and cavitating pump performance data shows
that the vapor pressure depression is proportional to a "shift parameter," S:
_2h. 2
Ahv = S =
pfl Kf
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where /_kh¥
Ps
Pf
kf
= vapor pressure depression (Pa),
-- density of vapor (kg/m3),
= density of liquid (kg/m3),
= latent heat of evaporation (J/kg),
= temperature (K), and
= thermal conductivity of liquid (W/m-°C).
The units of S are s-t.
Liquids with high S values tend not to cavitate readily, liquids with low S values tend
to cavitate easily. Values of S have been calculated for several fluids and are tabulated in
Table 5.1. Normal liquid helium has the highest value of all fluids analyzed. Superfluid
helium, on the other hand, has the lowest S value (due to the high thermal conductivity) and is
likely to be very prone to cavitation in centrifugal pumps. This analysis is consistent with the
low-NPSH pump data for the transfer pump and with liquid helium pump data published by
Ludtke and Daney (1987).
5.4 Pump Performance in Liquid Nitrogen
Several pump performance tests were run in which liquid nitrogen replaced liquid
helium as the pumped fluid. These tests proved mechanical operation with a liquid cryogen.
However, we were unable to successfully deduce the pump characteristics from the test data
because of cavitation in the turbine flow meter.
Liquid nitrogen tests were run to prove pump operation in a liquid cryogen which was
less expensive than liquid helium. The pump and all but one of the instruments were found to
function properly in liquid nitrogen. However, the turbine meter was found to give erratic
signals and would not indicate flows greater than about 480 L/hr.
We performed extensive calibration tests on the turbine meter with gases and liquids at
ambient and cryogenic temperatures. We concluded that the turbine meter was probably
cavitating in liquid nitrogen. Table 5.1 shows that LN2 at atmospheric pressure is much more
prone to cavitation than LHe. This diagnosis was confirmed when, in liquid helium tests of
the transfer pump, the turbine meter functioned steadily and at all flow rates.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A centrifugal pump has been developed for helium transfer in space.
characteristics of the pump are:
The key
pe__ormance. The pump provides a design-point flow rate of 800 L/hr at a head of 128
J/kg at a rotating speed of 12000 rpm. Head and flow correspond to the cold transfer
requirements for refilling the SIRTF helium Dewar. Cooldown performance of 150 L/hr with
a head of 184 J/kg is also met.
Bearines and reliabili_. Stainless steel ball beatings are used with
nylon/teflon/fiberglass retainers which provide solid lubricant. These beatings have proven
operation for 24 hours under simulated pumping conditions in liquid helium. Post test
examination of these bearings shows some wear but no signs of imminent failure. Reliability
for a single refill mission is high.
Resistance to cavitation. The transfer pump suffers no head degradation due to
cavitation down to zero NPSH. So the pump will meet the SIRTF refill requirements for head
and flow rate when pumping from an orbiting helium supply Dewar.
The overall efficiency of the transfer pump is 0.45. This corresponds to a
mass transfer efficiency of 0.99 in the SIRTF refill mission.
Other broad conclusions and recommendations for further research and development are:
1)
2)
The pump hydraulic efficiency is limited by beating performance. To achieve
maximum pump efficiency, bearings are required which operate reliably at
speeds of 20,000 rpm. However, the mass transfer efficiency is not very
sensitive to the hydraulic efficiency and is still very high even at 12,000 rpm.
Bearing reliability is still unknown for very long operating lives. This is a key
consideration for transfer pump applications in which bearings cannot be easily
replaced (a space-based system, for example). In this case, endurance tests are
recommended in which a large number of beatings are tested for long life in
liquid helium. Test durations on the order of 500 hours are required if
reliability is to be demonstrated for applications such as the Superfluid Helium
On-Orbit Transfer (SHOOT) experiment. The tests performed in this project
indicate which bearings have the most promise for extended life.
3) The true benefits of the inducer have not yet been determined. Pump
performance is adequate for space helium transfer with or without the inducer.
Cavitation tests in the present facility are unable to show head loss due to
cavitation in the inducer because the pump is too close to the bottom of the test
Dewar. The liquid level cannot reach a point far enough below the pump to
cause significant cavitation in the inducer. It would be straightforward to
modify the pump test facility to allow tests at lower NPSH. In this way, the
effects of the inducer on cavitation performance could be measured.
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BACKGROUND: The following will describe the test results of R3 bearings
operating at cryogenic temperatures. The tests were conducted by Creare
Inc. Hanover, NH. as part of a liquid helium pump development program for
NASA. Bearing analysis was performed at MPB Corporation. The bearings in
this program were run with no lubrication, a 1-2 ib preload, 22,000 and
12,000 RPM, at temperatures of 40-20 ° Kelvin, submerged in liquid helium.
The following bearings were evaluated:
MPB SR3MCK7 (R3 class 7 with molded nylon-fiberglass retainers) (Run 24 hrs)
Barden R3 "Bartemp" (Undefined internal bearing design) (Run 5 hrs)
FAG SR3.KE4.T5.C58.F. (Undefined internal bearing _esign) (Run 3.5 hrs)
MPB K308 R3 with lead-ion plated raceways, leaded bronze
retainer and silicon nitride (Si,N4) balls.
(Run 24 hrs)
CONCLUSIONS: It appears that operating at cryogenic temperature under the
conditions of this test, created an environment for extraordinary bearing
retainer wear. The wear debris accumulates in the ball pathway causing
excessive bearing torque. Conclusions in this report are based on single
tests, therefore judicious use of the data is advised.
1. The most successful of the bearings tested in this program is the MPB
SR3MCK. Although this is the most generic of the bearings tested, the MCK
retainer appeared to resist the abrasive environment better than all other
materials evaluated. The MCK otherwise known as a Molded Minapar II retainer
is a patented product exclusive to MPB.
2. The second choice is the K308 bearing. Of the many materials
considered at the beginning of this program, this bearing included the
features which we thought most likely to provide success. Debris resulting
from wear on the leaded bronze retainer and the lead coated raceways created
excessive rolling resistance in the bearings.
3. The third choice is the Barden "Bartemp" bearing which had severe
retainer wear and dramatically increased torque after only five (5) hours.
4. The last is the FAG bearings which were totally unusable with severely
worn and fractured retainers after (3.5) hours.
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PROJECT APPROACH: Creare Inc., Hanover, NH has a contract to develop a
Liquid Helium Pump for NASA. The pump assembly will be submerged in liquid
helium which is at extremely low temperatures of about (4 ° ) Kelvin. The
motor bearings will be exposed to a flow of liquid and gaseous helium at a
rotational speed of 22,000 RPM with axial preloads of 1 to 2 lb.. MPB was
approached to supply some bearings for test and to provide post service
analysis for these and bearings recommended and supplied by Barden and FAG.
Pre-run torque tests and post-run analysis will be conducted at MPB, all
cryogenic testing was performed at Creare in Hanover. Due to technical and
financial constraints, the actual run-time at temperature was restricted to
(24) hours and limited to single tests of each bearing design.
TEST METHOD: The test method used to expose the bearings to liquid helium
fall into two categories. Considering the high cost of materials and test
maintenance, the first approach (test fixture i) was intended to gain
maximum information from each (24) hour supply of liquid helium. In this
test (6) bearings were stacked in a single housing, preloaded and run at
22,000 RPM in a vertical orientation. After a series of tests were run with
this fixturing it was determined that severe retainer wear introduced too
much debris to the lower bearings in the stack. The excessive debris made
bearing removal from the fixture very difficult and clouded the details of
any refined Post Service Bearing Analysis.
Using information from the first test series, a second fixturing
system was established (test fixture 2). In an effort to duplicate as close
as possible the final bearing application, this new fixture located (2)
bearings horizontally, were run at 12,000 RPM, in a flow of liquid helium.
Debris from retainer wear will now most likely be flushed out of the
bearings.
As a result of (6) bearings per test, the bulk of our data was derived
from test fixture (i). If the failure mode was subtle, contamination from
bearings in this system could have made failure analysis difficult. However
damage to the retainers was so severe, direct comparison of bearing
performance can be made with a reasonable degree of confidence. For example,
torque comparisons in this report were made with values after running
bearings with test fixture (i).
The two bearing designs performing best in test fixture (i) were run
in fixture (2). Refer to MPB SR3MCK and MPB K308.
U
II
II
II
II
TEST FIXTURE 1 TEST FIXTURE 2
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EARING DESCRIPTIONS:
PB BEARINGS: MPB has the capability to provide a great number of bearing
_terials and coatings which could enhance bearing performance and life. The
_st recent innovations of bearing technology were considered for this
pplication. Because of the limited funding for this program MPB supplied
ne following two bearing designs for test:
308: The first was the K308 bearing incorporating features which, according
o available test data, would provide the best chance for success in this
pplication. The K308 bearing is a complex design employing a process
eveloped and produced by the European Space Tribology Laboratory (ESTL),
isley, Warrington, England. The ring material is 440C stainless steel,
etainers were machined from a special composition of leaded bronze and the
,alls were AFBMA Grade 5 manufactured from silicon nitride (Si3N4). The
,earing components were manufactured at MPB and sent to ESTL for processing.
'heir very tightly controlled process includes lead plating of the raceways
nd a run-in of the assembled bearings.
The leaded bronze retainer and the raceway lead coating of
Lpproximately 0.5 microns by ESTL were selected based on extensive,
;uccessful, bearing performance evaluation at cryogenic temperatures by
:STL. Information from these tests was presented at the 32 "_ Aerospace
lechanisms Symposium, May 3-5 1989, Huntsville, Alabama {i}. This material
md process is also used extensively in the European Space Programs.
_R3MCK: The second recommendation by MPB was an SR3MCK which is the most
_conomical design in which we had a high confidence factor. The SR3MCK is a
;tandard catalog bearing using 440C stainless steel rings and balls with a
nolded Minapar II retainer. The retainer is an MPB proprietary
%ylon/fiberglass composite. This material was developed to resist wear and
:o provide a controlled release of Teflon as a lubricant for marginally
Lubricated conditions. To insure adequate clearance while operating at 4°
<elvin, the standard MCK retainer bore was increased by .004".
Experimentally, the SR3MCK bearing has proved quite successful under a
;ariety of temperature and starved lubricant conditions. Although we have
zonfidence in the MCK retainer operating at low temperatures, we had no data
_t the cryogenic range of liquid Helium.
BARDEN BEARING: Barden's recommendation for this application is an R3
bearing with 440C rings and balls with a "Bartemp" retainer. Essentially
'Bartemp" is a Barden trade name for Duroid which represents a sacrificial
self-lubricating retainer material intended to operate in extreme
temperature applications.
FAG BEARINGS: FAG recommendation for this application is an
(SR3.KE4.T5.C58.F) bearing. The retainer for this bearing is made of Vespel
which is also a sacrificial self-lubricating material for extreme
temperature applications. Bearing internal surfaces had a bead-blasted
appearance which was probably a wear resistance coating.
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EXAMINATION RESULTS:
FAG: Six FAG bearings were evaluated after running for 3.5 hours in
test fixture (i). Included with these six test bearings from Creare was a
packet of debris removed from the fixture with the bearings. Included also
were the two motor bearings used to drive the test bearings. These motor
bearings were run for 3.5 hours but at the higher temperature of 220 Kelvin.
The following conditions were found in the eight bearings tested:
i. Outside diameters and raceways of inner rings, inside diameters and
raceways of outer rings and balls that were not destroyed, are covered with
a rough, bead-blasted appearance. If this represents a surface treatment for
wear resistance, it did not seem to accomplish much in this application.
2. All retainer pockets were badly worn, some to a point where the
retainer came out of the bearing and became lodged between the balls of two
adjacent bearings. In this position rotating balls generated wear grooves in
the retainer faces. Refer to photographs on page #17. In some bearings the
retainers fractured into many pieces.
3. Major debris throughout the system was the result of extensive
retainer wear accelerated by the rough surfaces.
4. Test bearings #1,2,3,4, and motor bearings #7 and #8 had about the
same degree of damage described above. Bearings #5 and #6 were much more
severely damaged with gross wear and spalling on raceways and balls. This
damage was most probably caused by a break-down of the metal surface
treatment including exceptional stress generated by an abundance of retainer
debris from the bearings located above. Refer to photographs on page #18.
5. Bearing torque after the run test was greater than the capacity of our
torque tester, therefore no "after" torque readings are available.
BARDEN: Six Barden bearings with "BARTEMP" retainers were evaluated after
running for 5.0 hours in test fixtu/e (i). The following conditions were
found in the six bearings tested:
I. All bearings contained a substantial amount of debris resulting from
excessive retainer pocket wear. Refer to photographs on page #19 and #20.
2. Bearing #6 contained the least amount of retainer debris yet had the
most severe damage (contamination brinelling) to the raceway wear band.
Refer to photographs on page #21.
Bearing #6 also had a sinusoidal wear band which indicates a
misalignment of the inner ring to the rotational path of the balls. This
inner misalignment had no influence on other bearings, considering the
concentric wear bands found on all other bearings from this fixture.
3. Bearing torque values after the run test of (5) hours were much higher
than expected. Refer to charts and graphs on page #9,10,11,12,13 & 15.
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PB SR3MCK - TEST FIXTURE _i: The six SR3MCK bearings were evaluated after
unning for 24 hours in test fixture (i). The following conditions were
ound in the six bearings tested:
I. All bearings contained a layer of fine retainer debris in differing
mounts. The retainer ball pockets were burnished from contact with the
orating balls. This burnish appears to have compressed the material in a
arrow band near the retainer O.D. The retainer bore was also burnished from
ontact with the inner ring O.D. Refer to photographs on page _22.
2. Inner and outer ring "wear bands" have an accumulation of loose
etainer debris. After cleaning, the raceways appear to be undamaged. Refer
o photographs on page #23.
3. Balls have loose contamination on the surface. Close examination shows
Lo detectable damage. Refer to photographs on page #24.
4. Torque values after the (24) hour run-test increased less than other
_earings evaluated. Refer to charts and graphs on page #9,10,11,12,13 & 14.
IPB SR3MCK - TEST FIXTURE #2: Two SR3MCK bearings (#13 & 14) were evaluated
Lfter running in test fixture (2), for 23 hours at 12,000 RPM, with an
.nitial preload of 2.0 to 2.1 pounds, at 4.2 ° Kelvin. The following
:onditions were found in both bearings tested:
I. Inner and outer rings from both bearings have sinusoidal wear bands.
_his is an indication of misalignment between the rings and rotational axis
)f the bearing pair. Compared to bearings in alignment, this condition will
_ause much higher bearing internal stresses. Extremely high stresses were
_pparent in both bearings represented by a smooth wear band with displaced
netal in the direction of the low contact angle. These are not typical wear
)ands in which abrasive contact stresses erode raceway material away. They
ippear to be caused by the cyclic stress created by excessive preload,
Lmprinting rotating balls into the inner and outer raceways. Refer to
_hotographs on page #25.
2. Retainers show no sign of wear or burnish. There are however slight
_races of dark debris in some pockets and the bores. In one area of the
_etainer from bearing #14, there appears to be a small amount of embedded
netallic debris. Refer to photographs on page #26.
3. Balls have a single wear band which is sign of a single, constant
Loading which prevents random ball rotation. Refer to photographs on page
_27.
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MPB K308 - TEST FIXTURE %1: Six K308 bearings were mounted for test in test
fixture (i) and run for _ to 1 hour at 5,000 to 12,000 RPM at room
temperature with an initial preload of about two pounds. When the test
fixture was disassembled to correct an instrument malfunction, the bearings
were found to be loaded with fine black and bronze colored dust. This debris
also jammed the bearings into the bore of the test cartridge. As a result of
this finding, these bearings were not run additionally at cryogenic
temperature and had torque values beyond the tester capacity. The following
information resulted from the room temperature test:
i. All bearings were contaminated with relatively large amounts of
debris, primarily from retainer wear. This debris within the bearings caused
excessive stress and over heating the ring wear bands as represented by a
variety of colors from straw to dark blue. Refer to photographs on page #28.
2. Balls were covered with debris but after cleaning, appeared to be
undamaged. Refer to photographs on page %28.
3. Retainers were severely worn where the O.D. contacted the outer ring
bore and in all ball pockets. Refer to photographs on page %29.
MPB K308 - TEST FIXTURE #2: As a result of findings from test fixture (I),
it was determined to re-design the test bed to more realistically replicate
the final bearing application. The following information resulted from the
first test performed on the re-designed fixture (2):
In the first phase of this test the bearings were run for 12 hours, at
12,000 RPM, 0.75 pound preload, at 4.2 ° Kelvin, submerged in liquid helium.
At this point the bearings were examined at MPB for obvious problems and
none were found. General observations were made on assembled bearings only
because disassembly could have changed the orientation of components and
destroyed the bearing integrity. The bearings were then returned to Create
for additional run-test time.
In the second test phase, the bearings were run for 25 hours, at
12,000 RPM, with an initial preload of 2.0 to 2.1 pounds, at 4.2 ° Kelvin,
submerged in liquid helium. After running for 25 hours the bearings in the
fixture had lost preload and loosened to a .001" free end play. The bearing
which is required to slide to maintain preload was jammed with debris and
unable to move. The following information was found in the disassembled
bearings:
i. All bearing internal components were covered with retainer debris.
Inner and outer raceway wear bands from both bearings were covered with a
thick bronze colored flaking film. Considering the gross retainer wear, it
is obvious that this film is retainer wear debris which has been pressed
onto the raceways. Refer to photographs on page %30.
2. Retainers show severe wear in all ball pockets and where the O.D.
contacts the outer ring bore. Refer to photographs on page #31.
3. Balls were covered with retainer debris but appeared to be un-damaged.
Refer to photographs on page %30.
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[SCUSSION:
_tainer Wear: The most serious problem found in the bearings evaluated was
_tainer wear. Balls rotating within the bearing push against the retainer
_ckets causing the retainer to spin about the bearing axis. Any conditions
hat would cause resistance to the retainer movement could exaggerate
fiction and wear. The wear points would be at the ball to retainer pocket
nterface and at the contact point between the retainer and the bearing
ing. These wear points were apparent in nearly every bearing evaluated in
his program.
Where some bearings have successfully operated at cryogenic
emperatures in other applications, the following extreme conditions of this
est must be considered:
i. (4 ° ) Kelvin (liquid helium) is an extremely low cryogenic temperature.
2. Operating submerged in liquid which has low lubricity.
3. 12,000 and 22,000 RPM is a rather high speed for running in liquid.
This report presents the results of single tests only. To determine
he specific cause of failures will involve extensive additional testing.
'AG: Based on Vespel material recommendations, the FAG bearings were
_xpected to perform well in this application. Pre-run torque tests indicated
;omewhat higher values compared to other bearings tested. Refer to torque
'alue charts and graphs on page 9,10,11,12,13 & 16. Both inner and outer
"aceways appeared to be treated with a substance which left a very rough
bead blast) surface which was probably a wear resistance coating. All
)earings failed with gross retainer wear after only 3.5 hours.
)arden: Barden "Bartemp" retainers are basically Duroid material which is
llso recommended for cryogenic operation. The conditions of this test were
Lpparently too severe for this bearing design with retainer failure after
)nly 5 hours.
_PB K308: The K308 bearing incorporated features which MPB thought would
_rovide the best chance for success in this application. Much work done by
_STL has shown that leaded bronze retainers, with 440C rings processed with
_heir proprietary lead coating, performs very well in space applications at
:ryogenic temperatures.
Comparative conditions representing ESTL research which were presented
_t the 23 =8 Aerospace Mechanism Symposium in May 1989 {i} and this test
)rogram conducted by Creare are as follows:
ESTL Creare
i. Temperature : 20 ° Kelvin 4° Kelvin
2. Speed (RPM) : i00 / 200
3. Environment : Vacuum
12,000
Liquid Helium
OR}GINAL Fg,c'_E !S
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MPB K308 (cont'd: Results show the conditions of the Create test (fixture 2)
to have generated an extremely abrasive environment causing gross retainer
wear. Retainer debris in the ball pathway then created extremely high
bearing torque. The following conditions could have contributed to this
unexpected excessive wear in the ball pocket and retainer outside diameter:
i. Increased speed.
2. Decreased temperature.
3. Running in liquid rather than a vacuum.
The (6) bearings run for _ to 1 hour in test fixture (i), at room
temperature, created about the same degree of retainer wear. More testing
would be required to develop a reasonable failure scenario for this test.
MPB SR3MCK: There does not seem to be any question about retainer wear being
the primary cause of failure in all other bearings tested in this program.
The MCK retainer material seems to resist wear better than the other
materials under the conditions of this test.
In the most severe test (fixture i) at 22,000 RPM, the MCK retainer
showed a slight depression in the ball pockets that appeared to be a
combination of wear and compression of the basic material.
In fixture (2) which simulates the final application at 12,000 RPM,
the retainer shows no wear at all.
In fixture (2) there seems to be a serious alignment/preload problem.
Both rings of both bearings have extremely heavy sinusoidal wear bands.
These wear bands clearly show a misalignment of the raceways to the
rotational axis of the ball train. A review of the fixture bearing mounts
could explain the cause of this misalignment.
Misalignment will cause excessive cyclic loading of the bearings,
however the condition of these raceways indicate a more serious problem. The
fixture preload system should be reviewed for the cause of this extreme
overloading.
One must be concerned about making serious judgments without the
benefit of repetitive tests to establish confidence by statistical
evaluation. Under the conditions of this program we can only make
recommendations based on the limited available data. With this in mind, it
appears that a standard MPB MCK retainer resists wear better than other
materials tested and there seems to be no problem with good quality 440C
basic bearings.
REFERENCES:
{i} S.G. Gould and E.W. Roberts; "The in-vacuo torque performance of
dry-lubricated ball bearings at cryogenic temperatures", 23 _= Aerospace
Mechanisms Symposium, May 3-5, 1989, Huntsville, Alabama.
S.G. Gould and E.W. Roberts; "The performance of PTFE, Lead and MoS2
as lubricant films for ball bearings operating in vacuum at 20°K '', ESTL, AEA
Technology, Risley, Warrington, WA3 6AT, UK.
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)RQUE TESTING: Torque testing at low speed (2-RPM), has been shown to be
_e most effective way to evaluate the internal quality of an instrument
_aring. In general torque testing measures the rolling resistance between
le rotating bearing inner ring and the fixed outer ring. In this program
_rque traces of the bearings were made before and after exposure to the
_st conditions as one means of evaluating the effect of running at
:yogenic temperatures. Torque limitations or the need for them in this
_plication have not been established, therefore torque values in this
_port should be used for reference comparison only.
The bearings were torque tested at two (2) RPM, under a 400 gm axial
Dad, one rotation clockwise and one rotation counterclockwise. The torque
n FAG bearings after cryogenic exposure, was too great for the torque
ester, as a result no "after" readings are available. K308 bearings were
ent directly to Create in the sealed packages as received from ESTL
herefore no detailed "before" torque data is available. A single K308
earing was tested to establish general torque values in the "before"
ategory for reference only.
INTERPRETING TORQUE TRACES FROM THE RT2C
The RT2C produces an actual trace of a beating's torque characteristics in addition to calculating its basic torque
values. Further analysis of a torque trace may reveal other conditions,
THE QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS OF
THE
RUNNING TORQUE OF A BEARING
( MIL-STD-206 )
PEAK RUNNING TORQUE = X
AVERAGE RUNNING TORQUE = YI2
MAXIMUM HASH WIDTH = Z
AVERAGE HASH WIDTH = Z1
HIGHEST PEAK OR
\ MAXIMUM TORQUE
FROM "O" TORQUE
X "YT - - V V " _ v_%-;-"J - I , _"
"O" TOROUE i / ___ Y---_
I _ _ . 4 /_ / LOWEST VALLEY
Z
I _, C O UNT|RCLOCKtIEq $| I CLOCK%_II| I
360"-- _ O"
I'**AIlT ROTATION ROTATION IrlNi IN
CONSOLIDATED TORQUE VALUES (Detailed Results Later In This Report)
SIDE # 1 SIDE # 2
TEST
:O. BRG SEQ. }ART PRT AHW
;ARD AV. BEFORE 2125 5750 1083
[PB AV. BEFORE 1788 3813 1031
'AG AV. BEFORE 3922 39916 17818
[308 REF BEFORE 17542 64403 14229
MEW IART PRT AHW MHW
---I
6150 2000 7167 1083 5467
5094 2605 6408 966 7971
68038 3916 39832 19318 68333
87906 ....
_ARD AV. AFTER 29019
;PB AV. AFTER 8628
_AG AV. AFTER
82714 16881
36076 14974
149147 11485 71878 22132 150852
60908 10427 42147 15853 66591
_ARD AV. DIFF. 26894
_PB AV. DIFF. 6840
_AG AV. DIFF.
76964 15798
32263 13942
142997 9485 64711 21048 145385
55814 7822 35739 14887 58610
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MPB TORQUE VALUES
TEST
CO. BRG SEQ.
MPB 1 AFTER
MPB 1 BEFORE
SIDE # 1 SIDE # 2
ART PRT AHW MBW IART PRT AHW
7581 40663 17539 72954 J21358 49205 25845
1633 4299 1215 6792 i 4005 12442 1151
MPB 1 DIFF.*
MPB 2 AFTER
MPB 2 BEFORE
MPB 2 DIFF.*
MPB 3 AFTER
MPB 3 BEFORE
MPB 3 DIFF.*
MPB 4 AFTER
MPB 4 BEFOREI
MPB 4 DIFF.*
MPB 5 AFTER
MPB 5 BEFORE
MPB 5 DIFF.*
MPB 6 AFTER
MPB 6 BEFORE
MPB 6 DIFF.*
5948 * 36364 *16324 * 66162 *17353 * 36763 * 24694
i
11766 38447 13868 51477 112002 46833 11799
1345 3329 877 4811 I 4523 12422 878
10421 * 35118 *12991 * 46666 * 7479 * 34411 * 10921
I
6609 2678 8716 41590 I 6146 28623 9595
1379 2411 883 3396 I 1900 3054 890
5230 * 267 * 7833 * 38194 * 4246 * 25569 * 8705
I
7095 46635 12420 66818 J 7286 43551 16083
2528 4998 iiii 5094 i 1699 3433 1005
4567 * 41637 *11309 * 61724 * 5587 * 40118 * 15078
I
10635 47287 19434 70909 I 7394 39194 14028
1934 4070 1045 5660 J 1737 3575 978
8701 * 43217 *18389 * 65249 * 5657 * 35619 * 13050
i
8087 40751 17869 61704 _ 8380 45478 17771
1911 3770 1058 4811 J 1768 3519 893
6176 * 36981 *16811 * 56893 * 6612 * 41959 * 16878
MHW
86250
19811
66439
67159
13301
53858
49431
2547
46884
70568
3679
66889
54545
4528
50017
71590
3962
67628
MPB AV. AFTER i 8628 36076 14974 60908 J 10427 42147 15853 66591
MPB AV. BEFORE I 1788 3813 1031 " 5094 I 2605 6408 966 7971
MPB AV. DIFF.*J 6840 * 32263 *13942 * 55814 * 7822 *35739 * 14887 * 58610
* CALCULATED DIFFERENCE = (AFTER - BEFORE)
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
90-18
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BARDEN TORQUE VALUES
O. BRG
ARD 1 AFTER
ARD 1 BEFORE
ARD 1 DIFF.*
SIDE # 1 SIDE # 2
TEST
SEQ. ART PRT AHW MHW IART PRT AHW
----}
ARD 2 AFTER
ARD 2 BEFOR£
ARD 2 DIFF.*
,ARD 3 AFTER
;ARD 3 BEFORE
_ARD 3 DIFF.*
_ARD 4 AFTER
_ARD 4 BEFORE
_ARD 4 DIFF.*
_ARD 5 AFTER
)ARD 5 BEFORE
3ARD 5 DIFF.*
)ARD 6 AFTER
3ARD 6 BEFORE
_ARD 6 DIFF.*
15973 87341 23026 110795 I 9470 65515 22204
2500 4000 I000 8000 I 2000 10000 i000
13473 * 83341 *22026 *102795 * 7470 * 55515 * 21204
I
56323 121652 12476 282954 119244 103788 44238
2500 5500 i000 6500 I 2500 6500 i000
53823 *116152 *11476 *276454 *16744 * 97288 * 43238
I
15633 81526 26793 114204 I16811 87156 19943
2750 9500 1500 1400 I 2500 8500 1500
12883 * 72026 *25293 *112804 *14311 * 78656 * 18443
I
10820 36188 12652 42613 I 7071 26178 8965
2000 6500 I000 7000 i I000 5000 i000
8820 * 29688 *11652 * 35613 * 6071 * 21178 * 7965
I
63811 124965 7802 277840 ] 5546 89905
1500 4500 i000 6000 I 2000 5000
17811
1000
62311 *120465 * 6802 *271840 * 3546 * 84905 * 16811
I
11556 44617 18540 66477 Ii0772 58731 19632
1500 4500 i000 8000 I 2000 8000 i000
10056 * 40117 *17540 * 58477 * 8772 * 50731 * 18632
MHW
97159
4500
92659
294886
8000
286886
110795
1300
109495
37500
7000
30500
281250
6000
275250
83522
6000
77522
3ARD AV.AFTER 129019 82714 16881 149147 111485 71878 22132 150852
_ARD AV.BEFOREI 2125 5750 1083 6150 I 2000 7167 1083 5467
3ARD AV.DIFF.*J26894 * 76964 *15798 *142997 * 9485 * 64711 * 21048 *145385
* CALCULATED DIFFERENCE = (AFTER - BEFORE)
c_.,..,.. .- - F_,_._EES
OF POOR QUALITY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
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FAG TORQUE VALUES
TEST
CO. BRG SEQ.
FAG 1 AFTER
FAG 1 BEFORE
FAG 1 DIFF.
FAG 2 AFTER
FAG 2 B_FORE
FAG 2 DIFF.
FAG 3 AFTER
FAG 3 BEFORE i
FAG 3 DIFF.
FAG 4 AFTER
FAG 4 BEFORE
FAG 4 DIFF.
FAG 5 AFTER
FAG 5 BEFORE
FAG 5 DIFF.
FAG 6 AFTER
FAG 6 BEFORE
FAG 6 DIFF.
ART
SIDE # 1
PRT AHW
3609 41436 17215
_mm
3776 40054 18712
3904 46432 18423
_uwm _mm_
4340 39474 18306
4178 43077 18090
3727
m_mB
29025 16166
MHW ART
D_mW B_Wm
74705 3549
63529 4173
74117 3991
63529 4014
80000 3907
52352 3867
SIDE # 2
PRT AHW MHW
_mmm _u_ Rm_m
45856 19466 74705
39659 18628 65294
35763 20950 64117
36584 18430 61764
45757 20414 85294
u_mm Bm_u a_
35377 18022 58823
FAG AV. AFTER .... I .... I .... i .... I .... I .... I .... I ....
FAG AV. BEFORE 3922 I 39916 117818 i 68038 I 3916 1 39832 I 19318 I 68333
FAG AV. DIFF. ---- I .... I .... I .... I .... I I .... I ....
No "After" values are available because broken and dislocated
retainers created torque readings beyond the capacity of MPB Torque Testers.
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
FAG RETAINER
FACE WEAR FROM RETAINERS
LODGED BETWEEN THE BALLS OF TWO ADJACENT BEARINGS
90-18
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Wear Groove - Bali Pocket - 50X Wear Groove - Retainer Prong - 20X
v
Wear Groove - Back Face - 20X Wear Groove - Back Face - 50X
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
FAG BEARING
INNER RING WEAR
BALL WEAR
90-18
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Inner Ring Wear.- 20X Inner Ring Wear - 50X
Severe Ball Wear - 20X Severe Ball Wear - 50X
\
ORIG|N/_L P/_._-E
OF POOR QUf',L[TY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
BARDEN BEARINGS
RETAINER POCKET WEAR
90-18
PAGE 19
Retainer Pocket Wear - 20X Retainer Pocket Wear - 50X
OR,=,,.....
OF PO0._ QUALITY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
BARDEN BEARING
BALL AND RACEWAY CONTAMINATION
WITH RETAINER DEBRIS
90-18
PAGE 20
Ball Contamination - 20X Ball Contamination - 50X
Inner Raceway Contamination - 20X Inner Raceway Contamination - 50X
ORIG_!%L PAGE _
OF POOR QUAL!TY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
B_:d_DEN BEARING
BEARING #6 - SINUSOIDAL WEARBAND
WITH CONTAMINATION BRINELLING (DENTS)
90-18
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Bearing #6 Inner Raceway - 20X Bearing #6 Inner Raceway - 50X
Bearing #6 Inner Raceway - 500X Bearing #6 Inner Raceway - IKX
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE %1
RETAINERS
Retainer Pocket Burnish (wear) - 50X
90-18
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Retainer Pocket Burnish (wear) - 20X Retainer Pocket Burnish (wear) - 50X
OR,_._:,-:AL
OF POOR QUAL;_f
CNJIARECRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE _I
INNER RINGS
90-18
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Inner Raceway Before Cleaning - 200X
Inner Raceway After Cleaning - 20X Inner Raceway After Cleaning - 50X
,'r
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE #i
BALLS
90-18
PAGE 24
Balls - 20X Ball Before Cleaning - 50X
OF POC_ O,;/:.L;TY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE #2
INNER RACEWAY
90-18
PAGE 25
Inner Raceway - 20X Inner Raceway - 50X
Inner Raceway Displaced Metal - 500X Inner Raceway Displaced Metal - 2KX
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE #2
RETAINER
90-18
PAGE 26
Retainer Ball Pocket (no wear) - 20X Retainer Ball Pocket (no wear) - 50X
i
OR:Q]NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
SR3MCK TEST FIXTURE #2
BALL SURFACE
90-18
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Ball Surface - 20X Ball Surface - 50X
Ball Wear Band - 500X
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
K308 TEST FIXTURE #i
INNER RING AND BALLS
90-18
PAGE 28
Inner Raceway Wear Band - 20X Inner Raceway Wear Band - 50X
Balls (no wear) - 20X Ball (no wear) - 50X
OF POOR nua, ,_.,
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
K308 TEST FIXTURE #i
RETAINER
90-18
PAGE 29
Retainer O.D. Wear - 20X Retainer O.D. Wear - 50X
Retainer Pocket Wear - 20X Retainer Pocket Wear - 50X
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
K308 TEST FIXTURE #2
BALLS AND INNER RING
90-18
PAGE 30
Balls (cleaned - no damage) - 20X Balls (cleaned - no damage) - 50X
Inner Raceway Wear Band - 50X Inner Raceway Bronze Colored Debris - IKX
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CREARE CRYOGENIC TEST
R3 BEARINGS
MPB BEARING
K308 TEST FIXTURE #2
RETAINER
90-18
PAGE 31
Retainer O.D. & Pocket Wear - 20X Retainer O.D. Wear - 50X
Retainer O.D. & Pocket Wear - 20X Retainer Pocket Wear - 50X
s
° °.
OF _OOP_ QUAI.JTY
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